Turbulence observed during the Physics of Stratocumulus Top (POST) research campaign is analyzed. Using in-flight measurements of dynamic and thermodynamic variables at the interface between the stratocumulus cloud top and free troposphere, the cloud top region is classified 5 into sublayers, and the thicknesses of these sublayers are estimated. The data are used to calculate turbulence characteristics, including the bulk Richardson number, meansquare velocity fluctuations, turbulent kinetic energy (TKE), and estimates of the TKE dissipation rate. A comparison 10 of these properties among different sublayers indicates that the entrainment interfacial layer consists of two significantly different sublayers: the turbulent inversion sublayer (TISL) and the moist, yet statically stable, cloud top mixing sublayer (CTMSL). Both sublayers are marginally turbulent; 15 turbulence is produced by shear and damped by buoyancy such that the sublayer thicknesses adapt to temperature and wind variations across them. Turbulence in both sublayers is highly anisotropic, with Corrsin and Ozmidov scales as small as ∼ 30cm and ∼ 3m in the TISL and CTMSL, respectively. 20
Introduction
Turbulence is a key cloud process governing entrainment and mixing, influencing droplet collisions, and interacting with large-scale cloud dynamics. It is unevenly distributed over time and space due to its inherent intermittent nature as well 25 as various sources and sinks changing during the cloud life cycle (Bodenschatz et al., 2010) . Turbulence is difficult to measure. Reports on the characterization of cloud-related turbulence based on in situ data are scarce in the literature (see, e.g., the discussion in Devenish et al. (2012) ). This study 30 aimed to characterize stationary or slowly changing turbulence in a geometrically simple yet meteorologically important cloud-clear air interface at the top of the marine stratocumulus.
Characterization of stratocumulus top turbulence is inter-35 esting for a number of reasons, including our deficient understanding of the entrainment process (see, e.g., Wood (2012) ). Typical stratocumulus clouds are shallow and have low liquid water content (LWCs). Such clouds are sensitive to mixing with dry and warm air from above, which may lead to 40 cloud top entrainment instability and thus cloud dissipation according to theory (Deardorff , 1980; Randall, 1980) . However, the theory based on thermodynamic analysis only is not sufficient. For instance, Stevens (2010) and van der Dussen et al. (2014) recently argued that stratocumulus clouds of-45 ten persist while being within the buoyancy reversal regime. Turbulent transport across the inversion is a mechanism that limits exchange between the cloud top and free atmosphere and should be considered.
Convection in the stratocumulus topped boundary layer 50 (STBL) is limited. Updrafts in the STBL, in contrast to those in the diurnal convective layer over ground, do not penetrate the inversion (see, e.g., the LES simulations by Kurowski et al. (2009) and analysis in Haman (2009) ). Such updrafts, diverging below the statically stable layer, may contribute to 55 turbulence just below and within the inversion. Researchers have known for years (e.g., Brost et al. (1982) ) that wind shear in and above the cloud top is another important or even dominating source of turbulence in this region. Finally, radiative and evaporative cooling can also produce turbulence 60 by buoyancy fluctuations. These multiple sources are responsible for exchange across the inversion. There is experimental evidence that mixing at the stratocumulus top leads to the formation of a specific layer, called the entrainment interfacial layer (EIL) after Caughey et al. 65 (1982) . Several airborne research campaigns were aimed at investigated stratocumulus cloud top dynamics and thus the properties of the EIL. Among them were DYCOMS (Lenshow et al., 1988) and DYCOMS II (Stevens et al., 2003) . The results (see, e.g., Lenshow et al. (2000) ; Ger-70 ber et al. (2005) ; Haman et al. (2007) ) indicate the presence of turbulence in the EIL, including inversion capping the STBL. Ongoing turbulent mixing generates complex patterns of temperature and liquid water content at the cloud top. The EIL is typically relatively thin and uneven (thick-75 ness of few tens of meters, fluctuating from single meters to ∼100m). Many numerical simulations based on RF01 of DYCOMS II (e.g., Stevens et al. (2005) ; Moeng et al. (2005) ; Kurowski et al. (2009) ) confirm that the cloud top region is characterized by the intensive production of turbulent kinetic 80 energy (TKE) and turbulence in the EIL.
Recently, airborne measurements of fine spatial resolution (at the centimeter scale for some parameters), aimed at providing a better understanding of the EIL, were performed in the course of Physics of Stratocumulus Top 85 (POST) field campaign (Gerber et al., 2010 Carman et al., 2012) . A large dataset was collected from sampling the marine stratocumulus top during porpoising across the EIL and is freely available for analysis (see http://www.eol.ucar.edu/projects/post/). An analysis of the 90 POST data by confirmed that the EIL is thin, turbulent and of variable thickness. This result is in agreement with measurements by Katzwinkel et al. (2011) , performed with a helicopter-borne instrumental platform penetrating the inversion capping the stratocumulus. These 95 measurements indicated that wind shear across the EIL is a source of turbulence and that the uppermost cloud layer and capping inversion are highly turbulent. Malinowski et al. (2013) confirmed the role of wind shear using data from two thermodynamically different flights of POST. They also pro-100 posed an experimentally based division of the stratocumulus top region into sublayers based on the vertical profiles of wind shear, stability and the thermodynamic properties of the air. An analysis of the dynamic stability of the EIL using the gradient Richardson number R i confirmed the hypothe-105 sis presented by Wang et al. (2008 Wang et al. ( , 2012 and Katzwinkel et al. (2011) that the thickness of the turbulent EIL changes based on meteorological conditions (temperature and wind variations between the cloud top and free troposphere) such that the Richardson number across the EIL and its sublayers 110 is close to the critical value.
In the present paper, using algorithmic layer division, we extend the analysis of the POST data by Malinowski et al. (2013) to a larger number of cases. Then, we analyze the properties of turbulence in the sublayers to provide an exper-115 imental characterization of turbulence in the stratocumulus cloud top region. Finally, we discuss the consequences of the fine structure of the turbulent cloud top and capping inversion, with a focus on the vertical variability of turbulence and characteristic length scales.
2 Data and Methods
The POST experiment collected in situ measurements of thermodynamic and dynamic variables at the interface between the stratocumulus cloud top and free troposphere in a series of research flights near Monterey Bay during July 125 and August 2008. The CIRPAS Twin Otter research aircraft was equipped to measure temperature with a resolution down to the centimeter scale , LWC with a resolution of ∼ 5cm (Gerber et al., 1994) , humidity and turbulence with a resolution of ∼ 1.5m (Khelif et al., 1999) , 130 as well as short-and longwave radiation, aerosol and cloud microphysics. To study the vertical structure of the EIL, the flight pattern consisted of shallow porpoises ascending and descending through the cloud top at a rate of 1.5m/s flying with a true airspeed of ∼55 m/s. The flight profiles indicating 135 the data collection strategy are presented in Fig.1 . Details of the apparatus and observations are provided in Gerber et al. (2010) ; Carman et al. (2012) ; Gerber et al. (2013) .
The 15 measurement flights of POST were originally divided by Gerber et al. (2010) into two categories, described 140 as "classical" and "non-classical". Examples from each category, classical flight TO10 and non-classical flight TO13, closely examined in Malinowski et al. (2013) , are also included in this study. The original classification by Gerber was based on correlation of LWC and vertical velocity 145 fluctuations in diluted clod volumes, but Malinowski et al. (2013) found that classical cases exhibit monotonic increases in LWC with altitude across the cloud depth, sharp, shallow and strong capping inversion, and dry air in the free troposphere above. Non-classical cases depart from this model, 150 with fluctuations in LWC in the upper part of the cloud, weaker inversion, more temperature fluctuations in the cloud top region as well as more humid air above the inversion. A more detailed analysis of all POST flights, collected in Table 3 of Gerber et al. (2013) indicated that the division into 155 these categories is not straightforward and that a wide variety of cloud top behaviors spanning the entire spectrum between "classical" and "non-classical" regimes can be found.
The present study extends the analysis of two extreme "classical" and ""non-classical" cases performed by Mali-160 nowski et al. (2013) to more flights from the POST data set. Additionally, the turbulence characteristics are determined from the measurements of three components of wind velocity and fluctuations. These data were collected at a rate of 40 Hz using a five-hole gust probe and corrected for the motion of 165 the plane (Khelif et al., 1999) . The features and differences of these characteristics among the cloud top layers and flight case studies are discussed. Atmos. Chem. Phys. Discuss., doi:10.5194/acp-2015 -950, 2016 Manuscript under review for journal Atmos. Chem. Phys. Published: 18 January 2016 c Author(s) 2016. CC-BY 3.0 License.
Layer division
Systematic and repeatable changes in the dynamic and ther-170 modynamic properties of the air observed in the porpoising flight pattern allowed for the introduction of an algorithmic division of the cloud top region into sublayers, as illustrated in Fig.1 . In brief, the method identifies the vertical divisions between the stable free troposphere (FT) above the cloud, the 175 EIL consisting of a turbulent inversion sublayer (TISL) characterized by temperature inversion and wind shear and of a moist and sheared cloud top mixing sublayer (CTMSL), and, finally, the well-mixed cloud top layer (CTL)
The classification method is described in detail in Mali-180 nowski et al. (2013) and summarized here. First, the division between the FT and TISL is identified by the highest point where the gradient of liquid water potential temperature exceeds 0.2 k/m and the turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) exceeds 0.01 m 2 /s 2 . Next, the division between the TISL 185 and CTMSL corresponds to the uppermost point where LWC exceeds 0.05 g/m 3 . The final division between the CTMSL and CTL is determined by the point at which the square of the horizontal wind shear reaches 90% of the maximum. For graphical examples of cloud top penetration and the layer di-190 vision, see Figs. 4, 5, 12 and 13 in Malinowski et al. (2013) .
We applied the layer division algorithm to POST flights TO3, TO5, TO6, TO7, TO10, TO12, TO13 and TO14 to all ascending/descending segments of the flight. Points separating FT from TISL, TISL from CTMSL and CTMSL from 195 CTL were detected in most cases. The results of the division are plotted in Fig.1 and summarized in Tab.1. In total, the layer division applied to 8 different stratocumulus cases, resulted in the successful definition of sublayers in 18-58 cloud top penetrations for each case. Such a rich data set allows for 200 a comprehensive description of the cloud top structure and turbulence properties across the EIL, its sublayers and adjacent layers of the FT and CTL.
Sensitivity to averaging
To characterize turbulence, Reynolds decomposition must be 205 used for the mean and turbulent velocity components. In atmospheric conditions, important assumptions of rigorous decomposition (e.g., averaging on the entire statistical ensemble of velocities) are not fulfilled, and averaging is often performed on short time series. Specific problems related 210 to the averaging of POST airborne data result from the layered structure of the stratocumulus top region and porpoising flight pattern. The main issue is determining how to average collected data to reasonably estimate the mean and fluctuating quantities in all layers. The assumptions are that layers 215 are reasonably uniform (in terms of turbulence statistics) and that averaging must be performed on several (the more the better) large eddies. At a true aircraft airspeed of 55m/s, an ascent/descent velocity of 1.5 m/s and a sampling rate of 40 Hz over 300 data points corresponds to a distance of ∼ 410m 220 in the horizontal direction and of ∼ 11m in the vertical direction. Assuming the characteristic horizontal size of large eddies of the order of ∼ 100m, such averaging accounts for 3-5 large eddies and captures the fine structure of the cloud top with a resolution of ∼10m in the vertical direction. This 225 resolution should be sufficient based on estimates of the EIL thickness by Haman et al. (2007) and Kurowski et al. (2009) and noting that their definition of the EIL corresponds to the TISL in the present study. To illustrate the effect of averaging in Fig.2 , we present the recorded and averaged (cen-230 tered running mean on 300 points) values of all three velocity components from several downward porpoises. Tests on various porpoises from all investigated research flights using averaging lengths varying from 100 to 500 points and different techniques (centered running mean, segment averaging) 235 confirmed that the proposed approach applied to POST data gives results that allow the layers to be distinguished and statistics sufficient to characterize the turbulent fluctuations within each layer to be obtained. 
Thickness of the sublayers
The results in Tab.1 indicate that for all flights, the depth of the TISL is smaller than that of the CTMSL. The thicknesses of the sublayers vary from ∼ 10m to ∼ 100m, in accordance with the aforementioned studies. The relatively 245 large standard deviation of the layer thickness prevents general conclusions from being made. The only exception concerns cases classified as "classical" and, according to the analysis in , cloud top entrainment instability (CTEI) permitting, with potential to produce a neg-250 atively buoyant mixture of cloud top and free tropospheric air in the adiabatic process. These TO6, TO10 and TO12 flights generated the thinnest CTMSL, in agreement with the schematic of the EIL structure made by Malinowski et al. (2013) (see Fig. 16 therein). Such a structure of "classical" 255 non-POST stratocumulus was reported in numerical simulations of CTEI permitting in the DYCOMS RF01 case by Mellado et al. (2014) , who demonstrated a "peeling off" of the negatively buoyant volumes from the shear layer at the cloud top. 
Bulk Richardson Number
To compare the newly processed flights with TO10 and TO13 discussed in Malinowski et al. (2013) , we analyze the bulk Richardson numbers of the porpoises using the same procedure (c.f. sections 4.1 and 4.2 therein). Briefly, averaging and 265 Atmos. Chem. Phys. Discuss., doi:10.5194/acp-2015 -950, 2016 Manuscript under review for journal Atmos. Chem. Phys. layer division allowed for the estimation of R i using the following formula:
(1)
Here, g is the acceleration due to gravity and ∆θ, ∆u and ∆v are the jumps of potential temperature and horizontal ve-270 locity components across the depth of the layer ∆z.
The resulting histograms of the bulk Richardson number, R i , from flight segments across the consecutive layers (FT, TISL, CTMSL and CTL) as well as the EIL, defined as TISL+CTMSL, for all investigated cases are summarized in 275 Fig.3 .
Prevailing R i estimates in FT indicate turbulence damped by static stability, i.e., R i > 1 (Grachev et al., 2012) . For presentation purposes, several extremely high values of R i measured are not presented in these figures. The R i estimates in 280 the TISL and CTMSL indicate the prevailing marginal turbulence neutral stability across these layers (i.e., 0.75 R i 0.25 dominate). Interestingly, the R i distributions for "classical" cases TO6, TO10 and T012 show long positive tails in the CTMSL. Below, in the CTL, dominating bins document 285 a neutral stability or weak convective instability, as expected within the STBL.
The positive tails of the R i distributions in the FT and CTL are partially due to the fact that the vertical gradients of the horizontal velocity components are small in these lay-290 ers, i.e., the denominator in the R i definition is close to zero. Division by a near-zero value does not occur in the CTMSL, and values of R i > 0.75 indicate that the layer was dynamically stable on these porpoises. This suggests an intermittent structure of the layer, e.g., the coexistence of intense turbu-295 lence patches and regions of decaying or even negligible turbulence.
In summary, the results of the R i analysis for the new flights are in agreement with those of Malinowski et al. (2013) , confirming that the thickness of the EIL sublayers 300 ∆Z,
is such that R i across them is close to the critical value, i.e., in the range 0.75 R iC 0.25.
The above relation is equivalent to Eq. 6 in Mellado et 305 al. (2014) , who analyze the results of numerical simulations of stratocumulus top mixing and adopted estimates of the asymptotic thickness of shear layers in oceanic flows (Smyth and Moum, 2000; Brucker and Sarkar, 2007) and in the cloud-free atmospheric boundary layer (Conzemius and Fe-310 dorovich , 2007) .
Turbulent Kinetic Energy (TKE)
Adopting the averaging procedure allows for the characterization of the RMS fluctuations of all three components of velocity in the cloud top sublayers as well as the mean ki-315 netic energy:
In the above, u , v , and w are fluctuations of the velocity components calculated using a 300-point averaging window to establish the mean value of velocity (Sec. 2.2) and aver-320 aging of these fluctuations across the layer depth and on all suitable porpoises for a given flight. The results are shown in Table 2 and graphically presented in Fig.4 . An analysis of the results illustrates two important properties of turbulence: 325 1) the anisotropy of turbulence in the TISL and CTMSL, revealed by reduced velocity fluctuations in the vertical direction (compared to the horizontal direction)
2) the presence of the maximum TKE in the CTMSL (in the majority of cases).
330
TO13 is the only flight showing larger vertical than horizontal velocity fluctuations in the TISL. However, this flight is characterized by the weakest inversion , nearly thinnest TISL (Tab.1) and largest vertical velocity fluctuations in the FT. This suggests that the non-335 typical picture of vertical velocity fluctuations results from the presence of gravity waves, which substantially modify the vertical velocity variance just above the cloud top. This hypothesis is supported by the observations of an on-board scientist (flight notes are available in the POST database), 340 who wrote: "Cloud tops looked like moguls". Numerical simulations of the TO13 case indicate the presence of gravity waves at and above the inversion.
For many flights, in the CTL, where the Richardson number suggests the production of turbulence due to static insta-345 bility, there are weak signatures on the opposite anisotropy than in the layers above, i.e., the vertical velocity fluctuations exceed the horizontal ones.
TKE dissipation rate
Derivation of the TKE dissipation rate from moderate-350 resolution airborne measurements is always problematic. The assumptions of isotropy, homogeneity and stationarity of turbulence, used to calculate the mean TKE dissipation rate from power spectra and/or structure functions, are hardy, if ever, fulfilled. This is also the case in our inves-355 tigation of highly variable thin sublayers of the STBL top and is enhanced by the porpoising flight pattern. Considering these problems, we estimated the TKE dissipation rate by two methods. Three spatial components of velocity fluctuations are treated separately, allowing for the study of possi-360 ble anisotropy, which is expected due to the different stability and shear in the stratocumulus top sublayers. Atmos. Chem. Phys. Discuss., doi:10.5194/acp-2015 -950, 2016 Manuscript under review for journal Atmos. Chem. Phys. Published: 18 January 2016 c Author(s) 2016. CC-BY 3.0 License.
Estimates from the power spectral density
The first method was to estimate the TKE dissipation rate ε using power spectral density (PSD) of turbulence fluctuations 365 in a similar manner as, e.g., Siebert et al. (2006) :
where U is the average speed of the plane, f is the frequency, P (f ) is the power spectrum of velocity fluctuations, and α is the one-dimensional Kolmogorov constant, with a 370 value of 0.5. On a logarithmic scale, the spectrum should be described by a line with a slope of −5/3 as a function of frequency. ε can be estimated by fitting the −5/3 line in the log-log plot.
Originally, the relationship assumes local isotropy, station-375 arity and horizontal homogeneity of turbulence. The first assumption, as indicated by the analysis of velocity fluctuations, is not fulfilled. To investigate this problem in more detail, we analyze spectra for all three components independently. The second and third assumptions are accounted for 380 when constructing the PSDs for each layer by adding the PSDs for all suitable penetrations.
Each power spectrum, P (f ), is calculated using the Welch method in MATLAB with a moving window of 2 8 points on the 40 Hz velocity data. For each component of the veloc-385 ity, the fluctuations are determined with respect to a moving average of 300 points, as in the layer division. Spectra from all penetrations in a given layer and flight are combined into a composite spectrum, and then, the −5/3 line is fitted in log-log coordinates. Figure 5 shows all the composite power 390 spectra on a logarithmic scale, with the three velocity components spread out by factors of 10. The line with a slope −5/3 indicated by equation 4 is shown by the dashed line fits in the figure. The fit is limited to the frequency range of 0.3−5Hz, neglecting the higher frequency features attributed to interac-395 tions with the plane (and the lower frequency artifacts of the Welch method). The spectra in the CTMSL and CTL correspond well with the −5/3 law in the analyzed range of scales. A weak deviation -decreased amplitude of vertical velocity fluctuations at frequencies below 0.3 − 1Hz (depending 400 on the flight) can be observed in the CTMSL. In the TISL, the scaling of velocity fluctuations with the −5/3 law is less evident; various deviations from a constant slope are more evident in some flights (TO03, TO07, TO10, TO13) than in others. In the FT, scaling is poor; specifically, the spectra are 405 steeper than −5/3 at long wavelengths and flatter at short ones, likely due to the lack of turbulence at small scales and the influence of gravity waves at large scales. Nevertheless, the estimates of ε can be found in Table3 for all flights and all layers. An alternative, theoretically equivalent, way to estimate ε comes from the analysis of the structure functions of velocity fluctuations:
According to theory (e.g., Frisch (1995) ) estimate of ε from the 3rd order structure function:
does not require any empirical constants, whereas the estimate from the 2nd-order structure function, 420 S 2 (l) = C 2 |lε| 2/3
requires knowledge of the empirical constant C 2 , which is on the order of 1, but is different for longitudinal and transversal fluctuations. In theory (Chamecki and Dias , 2004) , the value of this constant is C t = (4 * 18/55) ≈ 2 for 425 transverse velocity fluctuations and C l = (4/3 * 4 * 24/55) ≈ 2.6 for longitudinal ones.
In practice, estimating from 7 is common for airborne measurements because the quality of the data is not sufficient to unambiguously determine the scaling of S 3 (l). This 430 was also the case in our data. Thus, we used 7 to estimate ε. We calculated the 2nd-order structure function for each layer and flight composite and used a linear fit with a slope of 2/3 in the range of scales corresponding to the same range of frequencies as in estimates from PSD. Because we use trans-435 formed velocity fluctuations in the x (East-West), y (North-South and w (vertical) directions, only vertical fluctuations can be considered traversal, whereas both the u and v components contain a significant amount of longitudinal velocity fluctuations. Thus, we used C l for the horizontal fluctua-440 tions and C t for the vertical ones. The second-order composite structure functions and suitable fits for all flights, layers and velocity components are presented in Figure 6 . The estimated by this method values of ε complement Table3.
All estimates of ε are plotted in Fig7 to facilitate the com-445 parison across the cloud top layers, methods, velocity components and flights.
Generally, ε estimates from the 2nd-order structure functions are less distributed than those from the power spectra. The ε profiles across the cloud top layers are overall con-450 sistent and in agreement with the distribution of TKE and squared velocity fluctuations: no dissipation in the FT, moderate dissipation in the TISL, typically maximum dissipation in the CTMLS and slightly smaller values in the CTL. Signs of anisotropy (smaller variances in the vertical velocity fluc-455 tuations than in the horizontal ones) are clearly visible in the Atmos. Chem. Phys. Discuss., doi:10.5194/acp-2015 Discuss., doi:10.5194/acp- -950, 2016 Manuscript under review for journal Atmos. Chem. Phys. Published: 18 January 2016 c Author(s) 2016. CC-BY 3.0 License. TISL and weakly noticeable in the CTMSL. The values of ε across the layers are large, often exceeding 10 − 3m 2 /S 3 . This has important consequences, as discussed below.
Discussion

460
As documented by the analysis of 8 research flights from POST, with flight patterns containing many successive ascents and descents across the stratocumulus top region, the upper part of the STBL has a complex vertical structure. Algorithmic layer division based on experimental evidence 465 ) allowed the layers characterized by different thermodynamic and turbulent properties to be distinguished. The cloud top is separated from the free troposphere by the EIL, which consists of two sublayers. The first sublayer is the TISL, which is 20 m thick and has strong in-470 version, which is statically stable, yet substantially turbulent. The source of turbulence in this layer is wind shear, spanning across the layer and reaching deeper into the cloud top. The bulk Richardson number across this layer in all investigated cases is close to the critical value. The layer is marginally 475 unstable, suggesting that the thickness of the layer adapts to velocity and temperature differences between the uppermost part of the cloud and free troposphere. The turbulence in this layer is anisotropic, with vertical fluctuations damped by static stability and horizontal fluctuations extended by shear 480 (c.f. Table4). The TKE dissipation rate ε in the TISL is substantial, with typical values ε ∼ 2 * 10 − 4m 2 /s 3 . The TISL is void of clouds, i.e., it can be described with dry thermodynamics, as no evaporation occurs there. To interact with clouds, free tropospheric air must be transported by turbu-485 lence across the TISL, mixing with more humid air from just above the cloud top on the way.
Below the TISL, there is a CTMSL cohabitated by cloud top bubbles and volumes without cloud droplets (c.f. Figs. 3-7 in Malinowski et al. (2013) ). The CTMSL is also stati-490 cally stable on average, but the stability is weaker than that of the TISL. This layer is also affected by wind shear. As in the TISL, the bulk Richardson number across the layer is close to critical, i.e., less static stability is accompanied by less shear. Turbulence in this layer is also anisotropic, with 495 reduced vertical fluctuations. Analysis of both the TKE itself and ε indicate that the CTMSL is the most turbulent layer of the STBL top region. Clouds bubbles do not mix with free tropospheric air, but with cloud-free air preconditioned and humidified during turbulent transport across the TISL. Tem-500 perature and humidity differences between CTL and FT do not result in predicted buoyancy reversal due to preconditioning in FT, as indicated in recent analysis by Gerber et al. (2015) . However, the thickness of CTMSL is somehow dependent on thermodynamic conditions in FT. The three 505 thinnest CTMSLs were observed in flights where mixing of FT and CTL air could theoretically produce negative buoyancy (CTEI permitting conditions) -refer to Table 1 here and   Table 4 in Gerber et al. (2013) ). In contrast, in all other investigated cases, CTMSL is ∼ 2 times thicker (∼ 30vs. ∼ 60m). 510 As expected, turbulence is negligible in the FT and is strongly turbulent in the CTL. Turbulence in the CTL is isotropic. Porpoises with slightly positive Ri values indicate the production of turbulence by buoyancy.
Corrsin and Ozmidov scales 515
In the following, we focus on the TISL and CTMSL to better understand the effects of anisotropy. Following (Smyth and Moum, 2000) , who analyzed turbulence in stable layers in the ocean, we estimate two turbulent length scales associated with stable stratification and shear. The first one, the Corrsin 520 scale, is a scale above which turbulent eddies are deformed by the mean wind shear and is expressed as
Here, S is the mean velocity shear across the layer. The second one, the Ozmidov scale, is a scale above which eddies 525 are deformed by stable stratification and is expressed as
where N is the mean Brunt-Vaisala frequency across the layer. The ratio of the Ozmidov and Corrsin scales is closely related to the Richardson number and can be estimated as 530 follows, independent of ε:
Histograms of these scales for all suitable porpoises and all flights, obtained with the estimated values of ε for all three velocity components, are shown in Fig.8 . The estimates of 535 N , S, ε, L c and L o for all sublayers and flights are reported in Table 4 . The most important finding is that the Ozmidov and Corrsin scales are smaller than 1m in the TISL. In fact, they are as small as 30cm. This means that eddies of characteristic sizes above 30 cm are deformed by buoyancy and shear, 540 which first act to reduce the eddies' vertical size and then expand the eddies in the horizontal extension. Turbulent eddies spanning the entire thickness of the TISL, i.e., ∼ 20m (if they exist), are significantly elongated in the horizontal direction. They do not transport mass across the layer effectively, 545 and the existing temperature and humidity gradients indicate that the layer is not well mixed. We suspect that failures in the estimates of entrainment velocities in the STBL (as discussed in Wood (2012)), can be explained by the fact that few studies have focused on turbulence in the TISL. We hy-550 pothesize that mixing across this layer depends on the poorly understood dynamics of stably stratified turbulence (e.g., Rorai et al. (2014 Rorai et al. ( , 2015 ). Thus, entrainment parametrizations Atmos. Chem. Phys. Discuss., doi:10.5194/acp-2015 -950, 2016 Manuscript under review for journal Atmos. Chem. Phys. Published: 18 January 2016 c Author(s) 2016. CC-BY 3.0 License. should be revisited with this fact in find. Whether the thermodynamic effects of the FT and CTL air result in buoyancy 555 reversal is of secondary importance to mass flux and scalar fluxes across the TISL.
Conclusions
Using high-resolution data from cloud top penetrations collected during the POST campaign, we analyzed 8 different 560 cases and investigated the turbulence structure in the vicinity of the top of the STBL. Using algorithmic layer division based on records of temperature, LWC and the three components of wind velocities, we found that the EIL, separating the cloud top from the free atmosphere, consists of two dis-565 tinct sublayers: the TISL and the CTMSL. We estimated the typical thicknesses of these layers and found that the TISL was in the range of 15 − 35m and the CTMSL was in the range of 25 − 75m. In both layers, turbulence is produced locally by shear and persists despite the stable stratification. 570 The bulk Richardson number across the layers is close to critical, which confirms earlier hypotheses that the thickness of these layers adapts to large-scale forcings (by shear and temperature differences across the STBL top) to keep these layers marginally unstable in a dynamical sense. Addition-575 ally, the thickness of the CTMSL was found to be dependent on the humidity of FT. Both shear and stable stratification make turbulence in both layers highly anisotropic. Quantitatively, this anisotropy is estimated using the Corrsin and Ozmidov scales, and we found that these scales were as small 580 as ∼ 30cm in the TISL and ∼ 3m in the CTMSL. Such small numbers clearly show that turbulence governing the entrainment of free tropospheric air is stably stratified and highly anisotropic on scales comparable to the layer thickness. This last finding explains why efforts so far to parameterize en-585 trainment velocities were not successful. An accurate description of the exchange between the STBL and FT requires a better understanding of the turbulence in both layers, significantly different (of different sources and characteristics) than that in the STBL below the cloud top region. Atmos. Chem. Phys. Discuss., doi:10.5194/acp-2015 -950, 2016 Manuscript under review for journal Atmos. Chem. Phys. Published: 18 January 2016 c Author(s) 2016. CC-BY 3.0 License. Atmos. Chem. Phys. Discuss., doi:10.5194/acp-2015 -950, 2016 Manuscript under review for journal Atmos. Chem. Phys. Published: 18 January 2016 c Author(s) 2016. CC-BY 3.0 License. Atmos. Chem. Phys. Discuss., doi:10.5194/acp-2015 -950, 2016 Manuscript under review for journal Atmos. Chem. Phys. Figure 6 . 2nd-order structure functions of the velocity fluctuations of three components, composites for all ascents/descents. Individual spectra are shifted by factors of 2 for comparison, as shown. Dashed lines show the 2/3 slope fitted to the functions in a range of frequencies from 0.3 Hz to 5 Hz (corresponding range of scales indicated by vertical solid lines) to avoid instrumental artifacts at higher frequencies.
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